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Kelly Maslow navigates the executive recruiting process by identifying synergies on both a cultural and
acumen level to match the right people to the right roles where they can make a positive impact on
businesses. By talking through the needs and desires on both the candidate and client side, she strives to
help professionals find positions in which they can thrive, be happy and allow their skillsets to flourish.
Kelly came to Lucas Group in 2016 and quickly escalated to Senior Partner in the Sales & Marketing
practice group. With a focus on the upper Midwest (Minneapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee and Cleveland), she
helps mid-tier to Fortune 500 corporations hire the sales & marketing talent they need to help drive results
and lead their organizations to success. By being present emotionally for both parties and making sure
she is truly “on their side,” Kelly is able to recommend ideal hires and positions to elevate careers and
take organizations to the next level. Her rapid response time and candidness together with her
consultative approach to recruiting are qualities that both her clients and candidates appreciate about
working with her. With high energy and a competitive spirit, she becomes an expert on whatever industry
in which she is working and is always readily available to assist clients and candidates with their hiring
and career needs. Kelly’s ability to take a deep dive and objectively qualify candidates and clients helps
her make the best matches in the most efficient way possible.
A former English as a foreign language teacher as well as a food and history tour guide in Spain, Kelly is
always happy to help people plan a life-changing Iberian itinerary. Away from the office, she enjoys
traveling, spending time with friends and family and staying current with the latest political news. Kelly
holds a B.S. in Spanish from the University of Wisconsin – Madison.
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